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NOTE: If you change your e-mail address, postal address, or telephone number, it would be
greatly appreciated if you would alert the Membership Chair by sending an
e-mail to ADRP@dal.ca or telephone ADRP (902) 494-7174.
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From the Editor
Our legacy extended: Former ADRP Newsletter Editor, Denise Sommerfeld, noted in one of
her last editorials "Dalhousie retirees continue to be relevant to the university, its mission,
academic successes and reputation, and ... to the larger community". In this past year we have
said thank you and good-bye to Denise and several other ADRP Board members, and we
welcomed new ones, extending our network throughout Dalhousie and across Canada.
As a relatively new member of ADRP, I have observed first hand the intellect, skills, and
compassion that ADRP members and the Board bring to the Dalhousie community. Board
interaction with members, and thoughtful discussion at Board meetings, bring new meaning to
volunteer dedication and action on behalf of all members.
As Editor, I am pleased to support ADRP membership by including in the newsletter the reports
of the Board and relevant information. As a broad reflection of the membership, the newsletter is
also shaped by member submissions and recommendations. Your comments and suggestions
regarding both content and format are welcome. Please feel free to contact me directly at
j.clovis@dal.ca or through the office email adrp@dal.ca.
KUDOS
The ADRP Annual Report to the Dalhousie Board of Governors Human Resources Committee
received favourable comments regarding the extensive range of activities undertaken by ADRP
in the past year.
Congratulations are also extended to Philip Welch and Bob Roger on being awarded
ADRP life memberships for their generous contributions to ADRP over many years.
Editorial Policy: The ADRP intends to publish the newsletter every three months. We
hope the newsletter will serve the following purposes: To provide pertinent information; To
provide a forum for the free exchange of views on issues relevant to our membership; and
to serve as a documentary record of matters relating to the ADRP. The Editorial Board,
under the ultimate direction of the ADRP Board, takes responsibility for the contents of the
newsletter. Signed contributions will take the form of short articles and letters to the
editor; these will normally represent the opinions of the author, and need not represent the
views of the ADRP. Anonymous material will not be considered for publication. The
Editorial Board retains the right to edit or reject contributed material and to elicit similar
and opposing views surrounding any issue raised.
The Editorial Board: Joanne Clovis, Editor
Ex-officio: Randy Barkhouse, ADRP President
ADRP Phone (902) 404-7174
E-mail adrp@dal.ca Web Site http://adrp.dal.ca
Postal Address:
Association of Retirees and Pensioners
Rm. 2831, Life Science Building, Dalhousie University
1459 Oxford St.
PO Box 15000 | Halifax. NS | B3H 4R2
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AGM Report
The 2016 Annual General Meeting of ADRP was held Thursday, April 26, in University Hall,
MacDonald Building. The committee reports discussed and the nominations sheet for the board were
presented in the April edition of the newsletter.
A notable part of the meeting was the announcement of life memberships for long time members Philip
Welch and Bob Roger. Philip’s award was presented at the meeting. Bob’s will be presented at the
general meeting in December.
To further bolster the ADRP Bursary Fund, and to usefully deploy a further amount of budget surplus,
a motion was passed to match donations up to $2000 made to the fund from the meeting until June 30.
Notable in discussion of committee reports was one by newsletter editor Denise Sommerfeld that she
would be stepping down, and that co-editor Joanne Clovis would become sole editor. Membership chair
Colin Stuttard noted a continuing membership count of 451 with 420 paying by monthly dues
deduction. He emphasized that use of the monthly deduction is greatly preferred for paying dues as it
requires no further effort by the member, and much less for the membership chair. Pension Advisory
Committee rep Barkhouse advised members that although there could be no further catch-up indexation
until a further surplus was identified in the actuarial evaluation scheduled for 2017, the outlook for
automatic indexation starting January 2017, was quite favourable. The maximum amount possible
would be the CPI change from July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016.
The elections portion of the meeting resulted in the following board being elected by
acclamation:
President, Randy Barkhouse; VP1, David Tindall; VP2, Richard Apostle; VP3, Paul Huber;
Secretary, Phil O’Hara; Treasurer, Grace Paterson; Members-at-Large, Dianne Pothier,
David Mercer, Heather Schellinck, Doug Rasmusson; Chairs of Standing Committees (and
thereby also Board members-at-large), Peter Wallace (Benefits), Joanne Clovis
(Communications), Colin Stuttard (Membership). Randy Barkhouse continues as our
observer on the Pension Advisory Committee.
In speaking to his SCANS report, Colin Stuttard emphasized that although a full executive was
in place, SCANS membership had still not recovered to earlier levels, and SCANS would again
run a deficit unless other changes were made. SCANS course offerings continue popular among
attendees.
Thanks to Deni Sommerfeld for recording the minutes from which this summary was made.
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MEMBERS OF THE ADRP BOARD 2016-117

Back row L-R - David Mercer, Richard Apostle, David Tindall, Peter Wallace, Paul Huber,
Colin Stuttard
Front row L-R - Heather Schellinck, Grace Paterson, Randy Barkhouse, Dianne Pothier, Joanne
Clovis
Photo courtesy of Nick Pearce, Dalhousie Communications and Marketing

Mark this date on your calendars:
ADRP General Meeting
Thursday, December 8, 2016, 2-3:30 pm
University Hall
Reception to follow in the Pub
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MEMBERS OF THE ADRP BOARD 2016-17
OFFICE

NAME

PHONE

EMAIL

PAST POSITION

President

Randy Barkhouse

434-8291

randy.barkhouse@dal.ca

Director of
Academic
Computing
Services

1st Vice
President
2nd Vice
President

David Tindall

455-7456

david.tindall@dal.ca

Professor of
Physics
Professor of
Sociolology and
Social
Anthropology

3rd Vice
President

Paul Huber

Secretary

Treasurer

Richard Apostle

richard.apostle@dal.ca

404-5213

Paul.huber@dal.ca

Professor of
Economics

Phil O’Hara

w.philip.ohara@gmail.com

Manager
eLearning, LITS

Grace Paterson

grace.paterson@dal.ca

Professor, Medical
Informatics

Dianne Pothier

dianne.pothier@dal.ca

David Mercer

d.mercer@dal.ca

Heather Schellinck

heathers@dal.ca

Professor of
Law
Technician
Dentistry
Prof? Psychology
and Neuroscience

ADRP Members-at-Large

Doug Rasmusson
rasmus@dal.ca

Professor
Physiology &
Biophysics

COMMITTEE

NAME

PHONE

EMAIL

PAST POSITION

Benefits

Peter Wallace

542-5391

peter.wallace@dal.ca

Communication

Joanne Clovis

Instructor, Earth
Sciences
Professor of Dental
Hygiene

Membership

Colin Stuttard

429-0252

c.stuttard@ns.sympatico.ca

Professor Microbiology
& Immunology

Pension
Advisory

Randy
Barkhouse

434-8291

randy.barkhouse@dal.ca

Director of Academic
Computing Services

j.clovis@dal.ca
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President’s Report, September 2016
Randy Barkhouse
The ADRP board met twice since the AGM: in late June, and most recently on September 12.
At the June meeting it was agreed to conduct a feasibility report on ADRP hosting the CURAC
national conference and annual meeting in May of 2018. The conference would be part of the
observance of Dalhousie’s 200th anniversary. The conference is attended by the CURAC national
board, representatives of member associations, and interested individual members. The format
has become fixed over the past several years which greatly assists organizing the overall event.
In recent years it has been hosted by the retirees associations of Victoria, Memorial, McMaster,
Queen’s, and Saskatoon. It was last hosted by ADRP in 2003 when CURAC was founded at
Dalhousie. Our Tarun Ghose was one of the principal’s in that founding.
A feasibility committee of myself plus secretary Phil O’Hara, and treasurer Grace Paterson
investigated various aspects of the hosting requirements including conference venues, catering,
finances, accommodations, registration services, and program. A key item in the investigation
was a substantial grant from Dalhousie’s 200th anniversary celebration fund. Another was a
quotation from Dalhousie’s Conference Services on facility and catering costs. A third was
confirmation from CURAC’s conference liaison representative concerning national sponsors.
The outcome was a feasibility report favorable to making a bid.
At its national teleconference in late August the CURAC board agreed to pre-approve any
forthcoming bid from ADRP. One helpful factor was enthusiasm for Halifax and Nova Scotia as
a tourist destination.
At its meeting on September 12 the ADRP board agreed to approve the feasibility report which
confirmed that ADRP would host the 2018 conference.
As a start to organizing the conference ADRP members are invited to suggest a theme and also
speakers on associated topics. Given CURAC is an organization of retirees one focus of the
conference will continue to be, as it has been the past several years, on seniors health policy at
the national level. In the instance of hosting at Dalhousie another potential theme could relate to
ocean sciences, particularly the future effects of climate change. Many others are possible and
members are encouraged to forward suggestions. It will also be necessary to recruit moderators
for q&a sessions and panel discussions. Volunteers to participate in those roles will be sought.
Our general meeting in December will be a further opportunity for member input to our hosting.
To end this report I am pleased to give an update on the ADRP Bursary Fund that was initiated
in the spring of 2015. At our April AGM the Fund held $17,800. A motion was passed to
contribute up to $2,000 from ADRP’s surplus to match and encourage further member
contributions to June 30. By that date the fund held $20,500, and at September 1, boosted by the
$2,000 matching amount, held $23,100. Once the Fund reaches $25,000 awarding of bursaries
can begin using up to 4.25% annually of its principal amount. In addition to contributions the
Fund will be credited each year at whatever rate Dalhousie’s combined endowments earn.
Contributions can continue after the initial target is reached, so it is hoped that member
contributions will continue into the future allowing a greater amount of bursaries to be made
each year to needy students.
*******************
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Treasurer’s Report, September 2016
Grace Paterson
Chequing Account: As of September 12, 2016, the BMO chequing account balance was
$9,613.64. At our Annual General Meeting in April 2016, a motion was passed to donate a
further $2,000 to the ADRP Bursary Fund, and a cheque for $2,000 was given to the
Development Office and cashed August 3, 2016.
Membership Dues: The membership dues received project well towards meeting the budget
goal of $8600 for 2016. The amount of dues collected as of September 11, 2016 was $6,272.10
from monthly deductions and $320 in annual dues for a total of $6,592.10.
Dalhousie Account: An annual $1,200 travel grant from Dalhousie Human Resources was
deposited to our Dalhousie account. Randy submitted travel claim of $999.21 for the CURAC
meeting in Saskatoon, Ontario. We had Print Centre charges of $103.20 in April and a Projects
Internal Expense of $7.00 in July. The balance in this account is $1,693.30.
*******************
Report of the Benefits Committee (BenComm), September 2016
Peter Wallace, Chair
Since the last newsletter there have been a number of queries from members and potential
members. Probably of most interest to current ADRP members is the question of the Dalhousie
$5000.00 Death Benefit.
In the ‘80s and ‘90s all Dalhousie employees upon retirement were offered a $5000.00 death
benefit. This benefit was outside the Pension Plan and retirees who accepted the offer were
supposedly given certificates and the money put in a trust payable to the heirs when the retiree
died. As stated, the offer was given to all employees whether or not they decided to keep their
money in the Dalhousie Pension Plan. The Dalhousie Benefits Office has a listing of all those
who accepted the offer and I assume keeps track of their whereabouts. After June 1998 the offer
was withdrawn.
There are many rumours about the reason for the benefit, but at the time of this writing I have not
been able to find anyone who can substantiate any of the rumours. Maybe some ADRP members
who were around at the time of the inception in the ‘80s will be able to shed some light on this.
In pursuing this matter I’ve come across members who retired prior to 1998 who have either no
certificate and so wondered if they have the benefit, and others who are not on the “list” and do
not know why not. Because of confidentiality issues the ADRP cannot investigate on behalf of
these individuals as to whether or not they were offered this benefit. However if you have
questions, you can seek answers with the personnel in the Dalhousie Benefits Office. I spoke
with someone in the Benefits Office who said they would be pleased to answer any questions
from individuals.
Also, ADRP members might like to know that Lee Crowell has retired from the university. At
the time of this writing no one has been appointed as his replacement, but there are people in the
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Department of Human Resources who are managing pensions and you can contact them at 902494-1782.
Benefits Committee membership: Randy Barkhouse, John Barry, Michael Bradfield
(Secretary), Grace Paterson, Dianne Pothier, David Tindall, Peter Wallace (Chair) and Philip
Welch.
The ADRP nominees to the Retirees Benefits Advisory Committee: Dianne Pothier (Chair),
David Tindall and Peter Wallace (Secretary).
Nominee from the BoG: Jenny White (Payroll/Benefits) and Matt MacLean (Mercer) as advisor.
*******************
Communications Reports, September, 2016
Newsletter – Joanne Clovis
Fred Fletcher, Chair of the Communications Committee of the College and Retirees Association
of Canada (CURAC), wrote to ask for ADRP advice and assistance in improving the
communication between CURAC and its members and, in particular, among its members. He
proposed the following steps:
• Establish an ongoing feature in the CURAC newsletter - which is circulated to all members
three times annually - of items of general interest from member association newsletters;
• Establish an ongoing feature on the CURAC website for more time-sensitive items.
The ADRP Board does provide CURAC reports to ADRP members and has recently posted the
fall issue of the CURAC newsletter on the ADRP website. That issue includes a personal account
by Ken Craig, president of CURAC, of a cruise taken by him and others organized by Collette, a
CURAC-affiliated travel service. CURAC's affiliation with the travel agency Collette does have
a small return to ADRP if any ADRP members travel with Collette. A brief note regarding the
Collette Travel service is included in the Notices & Opportunities section at the end of this issue.
The ADRP Board has also added Fred Fletcher (acting for CURAC) to the distribution list for
our newsletter, and will allow him to select items of general interest to CURAC members to be
published in the CURAC newsletter or on their website. At any time, ADRP may also request
that ADRP items of interest be included in CURAC publications.
Webmaster Report - Randy Barkhouse
The ADRP web site at adrp.dal.ca is one of the primary means of communication with members.
Besides notices of upcoming events, such as the Alzheimer’s Society conference in October, it
also contains links to various documents, many that reside somewhere on the huge Dalhousie
web site. One of particular interest is the brochure on the travel insurance which is linked off the
Benefits section. Another is the text of our Dalhousie Pension Plan linked off the Pensions
section. Several annual pension reports are also linked there.
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The site serves as a repository for past ADRP newsletters and links also to those of our national
association CURAC. The ADRP by-laws and list of current board members are also available on
the site, as are details of how to make a contribution to the ADRP Bursary Fund.

*******************
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Membership Committee Report, September 2016
Colin Stuttard, Chair
As of September 16, 444 members are registered for monthly dues deductions, an increase of 24
since our AGM in April. In addition, we have 29 current members who usually pay their dues by
cash or cheque, but to date only 19 have done so. Thus, the total number of currently paid-up
members is 463 with another 10 overdue. Another 19 remain on the list but are delinquent in not
having paid dues for 2015 or 2016. If you know of former colleagues who have not yet joined,
why not nudge them towards the ADRP?
Let me repeat my customary plea: Any members who suspect their dues may be in arrears,
please send a cheque as soon as possible to:
ADRP Membership Chair,
Room 2831 Life Sciences Centre
Dalhousie University
PO BOX 15000
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 4R2
or, if you’re not sure of your status, send an email to adrp@dal.ca.
To pensioner members who have not yet registered for the memory-free dues-payment method:
Please seriously consider doing so (a copy of the monthly deductions application form is at the
end of this Newsletter). You only need to do this ONCE.
For non-pensioners, or those who prefer to pay dues by cash or cheque (still $20), payment
before the end of the first quarter of each year will ensure your membership is in good standing
(rather than delinquent); the fiscal year of the Association is the calendar year.
Reminder: Membership dues paid to the ADRP are not income-tax deductible because the ADRP
is neither a registered charity nor an employee union

*******************
Pension Report, September, 2016
Randy Barkhouse
There is very little new to report from the Pension Advisory Committee as no further meetings
have been held over the summer.
Among related items of interest are the retirement from Dalhousie of Lee Crowell, and the
departure also of Chris Patterson who has taken a position with the local office of a national firm.
Lee and Chris were the face of pension administration at Dalhousie and their friendly, dedicated,
and conscientious service will be missed. Their successors will have a challenge to match their
performance, due to the accumulated and increasing complexity of pension administration, plus
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the volume of work. Dalhousie has almost 1000 pensioners plus over 3500 active employee
members of its pension plan.
Although it will not be official until verified by the trustees, eligible Dalhousie pensions will
receive automatic indexation as of January 1, 2017. This follows our Pension Plan’s rules as
three year average returns to June 30, 2016 have surpassed the threshold required. The maximum
percentage allowed is full national CPI (Consumer Price Index) change during the July 1, 2015
to June 30, 2016 time period, which was about 1.5%.
No further catch-up indexation will be possible until a new actuarial valuation, scheduled for
2017, is made and shows an adequate surplus, in the opinion of the plan trustees, to fund further
catch-up. The maximum “missed indexation” remaining for any member is in the 7% range, and
with the coming automatic indexation will not increase for the year ending June 30, 2016.
Those interested in the detailed Plan rules for indexation should check Rule 9 of the complete
Pension Plan text available online at www.dal.ca/dept/pension.html.

*******************
CURAC Report, Randy Barkhouse, September 2016
The 2016 annual conference of the College and University Retirees Association of Canada was
held on the beautiful campus of the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon adjacent the
impressive South Saskatchewan River. The university is one of Canada’s “middle aged”
institutions, founded in 1907, with an attractive campus building architecture that has been
retained for over 100 years.
The conference sessions were held in the Biology/Geology Building in a section with an
impressive dinosaur display which either seemed completely appropriate, or made one feel
amazingly young.
The conference theme was “The Changing Face of Higher Education”. For the University of
Saskatchewan that change will be starkly evident as indicated by a session on indigenization.
Over the next 30+ years it is projected that the proportion of First Nations students enrolled there
will climb to 46% from a current level of less than 10%. This change could provide an enormous
benefit to the provincial First Nations population as this generation become the first in most of
their families to have a higher education.
Another distinctive trait of that university is the prominence of agriculture in its programs, not
surprising given the importance of agriculture in the provincial economy. It was quite shocking
to this easterner to learn that minimal capitalization for a farm in Saskatchewan is about $6
million, which will buy 3000 acres and the expensive machinery and buildings needed to
operate.
While one might envisage such a property as traditionally delivering thousands of bushels of
wheat, a rapidly emerging practice of farming lentils for export has replaced wheat cultivation in
many areas. A high proportion of the lentils crop are sold to India where a lasting drought has
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decimated agriculture for the past two years in large sections of the country. The complexity
of agribusiness operating in a global context made it easy to understand why a university degree
is needed to be successful in that economic sector.
A session on a study titled “Age friendly Saskatoon” turned out to be instructive by
counterexample as it revealed that local building codes do not contain the requirements such as
outside ramps for older people with mobility issues. Several attendees speculated that building
codes in their own home towns might be equally deficient.
Several of the conference sessions also revived the questions of “What does CURAC do for its
members?”, and “How can we make members more aware of what CURAC does on their
behalf.” The CURAC newsletter, published three times a year, and posted on the CURAC web
site at www.curac.ca can provide the answer to the first question. Greater use of social media,
and encouraging member associations to pass along news from CURAC, were two of the
suggestions made to answer the second question.
*******************
Seniors’ College Association of Nova Scotia (SCANS): September 2016
Colin Stuttard (President of SCANS)
SCANS has a new Partnership Committee, Chaired by Bill Oland, which has been quite active
through the summer, resulting in informal mutual publicity opportunities with several other
organizations, including Symphony Nova Scotia, the Maritime Conservatory of the Performing
Arts, and the Canadian Association of Retired Persons (CARP), as well as regional libraries.
We held Information and Registration sessions (IRS) for the fall term in all five SCANS chapters
this week, with on-line memberships and registration available at 8 am on Tuesday, September
20 at www.thescans.ca. As an economy measure, the number of courses being offered in the
Halifax region has been reduced from 15 to 12. The numbers of courses being offered in other
College chapters remain as in the spring term: three each in Mahone Bay and Truro, and two
each in Chester and Liverpool. Members may take any number of courses in any of the venues,
subject only to classroom seating limits. Initial returns from the IRS indicate a continuing
rebound in membership numbers, which we hope will resolve our budget situation. In future, we
aim to further improve finances by becoming a charity, which could attract donations from a
wide range of supporters to supplement our current sole source of income: annual membership
fees (dues) in the amount of $135 + HST – a total bargain; so, if you are not already a member,
please join now!
The College was founded in the fall of 2007 by the ADRP, and became a registered non-profit
society in January 2008. It is a volunteer, co-operative venture owned and run by its members,
with one paid staff person (our Office Manager and College Registrar), and a pool of about 50
instructors, mostly retired academics, who are offered a small honorarium for each course they
give. They are also offered no-cost annual SCANS memberships when teaching. College
courses aim to consider the “What” and “Why” of a wide range of academic topics, rather than
the “How to” of applied subjects.
*******************
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NOTICES & OPPORTUNITIES
Invitation from SMURA
A Special Lecture by Russell Perkin will be held on Sunday, September 25 at 2:30 pm, in Room
201 of the MacNally Building.
The Scholarship Boy, Europhilia, and Liberalism:
David Lodge’s Novels and Post-War British Politics

Dalhousie’s 91st annual United Way campaign to launch in October
This October Dalhousie will embark on its 91st year of partnership with the United Way. Each
year, the Dal community comes together to show their support for individuals and families in
need, generously donating funds and volunteer hours to help fight poverty and build vibrant
neighbourhoods.
This year’s campaign will run from October 11-31, with a series of events planned on all Dal
campuses and a fundraising goal of $160,000. To learn more about Dalhousie’s United Way
campaign, get involved, or make a donation, please visit dal.ca/unitedway or contact United Way
co-chairs, Peter Dykhuis (Peter.Dykhuis@Dal.Ca) or Erin Stewart-Reid (erin@dal.ca).
Thank you for your continued support of United Way.
Erin Stewart-Reid
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Keep an Open Mind About Dementia:
Alzheimer Society of Nova Scotia's 27th Provincial Conference
The goal is to have participants leave with a better knowledge of the latest research and care
strategies, a greater understanding of what it is like to live with dementia, and to be more
reflective of ethical issues to consider when supporting or caring for someone with dementia.
Date: October 17th & 18th, 2016
Place: Harbourview Holiday Inn, Dartmouth NS
For Registration materials or to register online visit: http://www.alzheimer.ca/ns
or contact: Alzheimer Society of Nova Scotia
Tel 902-422-7961 or 1-800-611-6345

Ocean View Serving Seniors – Neighbourhood Program
The Neighbourhood Program is a grassroots membership organization for people 55 years of age
and older which provides an extensive variety of services and activities. Based on the “village”
movement started in the United States about a decade ago, Ocean View Serving Seniors is the
first in Canada. A “village” allows a person to remain in their communities, delaying or
preventing the need for formalized care, encourages volunteerism, reduces isolation and creates a
sense of community among members. The “village” cares about the whole person as it responds
to individual interests and requests. It also promotes vetted services that offer significant
discounts to members who sometimes might be living on fixed incomes.
For a yearly membership fee of $29.99 +HST (or $39.99 + HST for a household of 2), members
of the Neighbourhood Program call one number to access a growing list of exclusively
discounted products and services from businesses you can trust. The Neighbourhood Program
carefully screens all the businesses on their list and members access them at reduced rates to stay
healthy, happy and safely in their own homes.
By looking past conventional solutions, the Neighbourhood Program was developed to support
others to stay socially connected, have an improved quality of life, make new friends and get the
most out of all the resources in the area. All the while providing peace of mind - peace of mind
for the member and peace of mind for the family member who cannot do it all.
You can call 902-444-6020 to join.
Lillian Missy Searl
Membership Coordinator
The Neighbourhood Program
Ocean View Continuing Care Centre
Ph. 902-444-6020 ext 3
https://oceanv.ca/neighbourhood
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Collette is excited to be entering our second year as the travel partner with the College and
University Retiree Associations of Canada. With tours across all seven continents, we focus on
creating extraordinary and inspiring travel experiences. In addition to all the benefits of
travelling with Collette (including professionally planned itineraries and the services of a Tour
Manager) we offer CURAC members exclusive savings combinable with current retail offers!*
CURAC has designated two 2017 tours on which members of CURAC member associations,
family and friends may join other college and university retirees.
Shades of Ireland: April 24th to May 6th, 2017
10 Days • 13 Meals
Set out on our most popular Irish adventure. Experience all of the charms of this enchanted
country, including its welcoming people.
https://gateway.gocollette.com/link/758614
Legendary Waterways: June 21-July 6th, 2017
16 Days • 41 Meals
Relax on a boat cruise while the waters of the Rhine, Moselle, Main, and Danube carry you
gently through the heart of Europe. : https://gateway.gocollette.com/link/758699
Book these CURAC tours through Newmac Travel. Inquiries and reservations should be made
through 604 745 0088 or newmactravel@nexioncanada.com.
To book a Collette tour, contact 800.468.5955 & make sure to mention you are a CURAC
member for additional savings*!
*Mention your CURAC member association for savings. Savings amount varies by tour and is
valid on new bookings only. Space is on a first come, first served basis. Offers can expire due to
space or inventory availability. Offers are not valid on group or existing bookings. Other
restrictions may apply; call for details. Travel Industry Council of Ontario, Registration
#3206405; B.C. Registration #23337.
*******************
A Few Paraprosdokians
If you've seen them before, enjoy them again.
Artificial intelligence is no match for natural stupidity.
I'm great at multi-tasking: I can waste time, be unproductive, and procrastinate all at once.
If you can smile when things go wrong, you have someone in mind to blame.
Ever stop to think and forget to start again?
Take my advice — I'm not using it.
He who laughs last thinks slowest.
Is it wrong that only one company makes the game Monopoly?
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Association of Dalhousie Retirees and Pensioners
Room 2831 Life Sciences Centre
Dalhousie University
PO BOX 15000
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3H 4R2
Telephone: (902) 494-7174
E-Mail: adrp@dal.ca
Membership Application for Payment by Pension Deduction
Employee Number (from your pension stub): B
Name
Address

Postal Code
Phone Number:
E-mail:
Date of Retirement:
Dalhousie Department:
I request that ADRP monthly dues ($1.66) be deducted from my pension
starting (month and year) ______________________________ , and continuing until I
inform you otherwise in writing.
___________________________________________________
(Signature)
Please return this form to:
Payroll Office
Room 152, Henry Hicks Academic Administration Building
Dalhousie University
PO BOX 15000
Halifax, N.S. B3H 4R2
The information you provide to us will be used for our records and to allow us to contact you or
distribute to you information. Information that identifies you will not be shared with any other
organization.
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Yes! I want to support the Dalhousie Retirees and Pensioners Bursary!
Name: ____________________________________________________________________
Adress: ___________________________________________________________________
City: _____________________________________________________________________
Province/State: _______________________________Postal /Zip Code: ________________
q This is my preferred address

GIFT AMOUNT: I want to support the Dalhousie Retirees and Pensioners Bursary by:
q A one-time gift of

$100

$50

Other $ _________

q A monthly gift of

$15
$10
Other $ _________
I may alter this agreement by contacting the Office of External Relations

METHOD OF PAYMENT: Please select one:
q

Please process my credit card:

☐Visa

☐MasterCard

Card #:

☐AMEX
Expiry:

Signature:
I’ve enclosed a cheque made payable to Dalhousie University to process my one-time
gift.
q I’ve enclosed a void Canadian cheque to process my pre-authorized monthly gifts.
q

Mail contributions to:
ADRP Bursary Fund
Office of External Relations
Dalhousie University
Box 15000 Halifax, NS B3H 4R2
OR to make your gift online,
visit giving.dal.ca and specify Dalhousie Retirees and Pensioners Bursary
TAX RECEIPTS: A tax receipt will be issued for your income tax purposes. Monthly
Donors will receive one yearly receipt summarizing giving over the year.
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Association of Dalhousie Retirees and Pensioners (ADRP)
Membership
Open to all Retirees from the University staff, Non-Academic and Academic. Associate
membership is available to those within 5 years of retirement.
Mission
To facilitate and promote the dissemination of information of interest to Dalhousie
Retirees; and
To enhance and promote the sense of continuing membership in the Dalhousie Retirees'
family.
Formal Objectives
To represent the interests of retirees from Dalhousie University, their spouses and
beneficiaries;
To further the understanding of the retirement pension and benefits;
To cooperate with other groups that have similar objectives; and
To provide a conduit for information, when necessary, between the university and
retirees.
Informal Objectives
To promote social interaction among its members;
To investigate and negotiate group benefits that a significant number of members may
desire;
To provide information to its members about general and specific retirement issues; and
To pursue other issues as the membership directs.
For Further Information
Visit us at our Web Site: http://adrp.dal.ca or phone us at (902) 494-7174. Our E-mail is
adrp@dal.ca. Our unstaffed office is in the basement of the Life Sciences Centre, Room
2831.

